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Background: Evolutionary transitions from outcrossing between individuals to selfing are partly responsible for the
great diversity of animal and plant reproduction systems. The hypothesis of ‘reproductive assurance’ suggests that
transitions to selfing occur because selfers that are able to reproduce on their own ensure the persistence of
populations in environments where mates or pollination agents are unavailable. Here we test this hypothesis by
performing experimental evolution in Caenorhabditis elegans.
Results: We show that self-compatible hermaphrodites provide reproductive assurance to a male-female population
facing a novel environment where outcrossing is limiting. Invasions of hermaphrodites in male-female populations,
and subsequent experimental evolution in the novel environment, led to successful transitions to selfing and
adaptation. Adaptation was not due to the loss of males during transitions, as shown by evolution experiments in
exclusively hermaphroditic populations and in male-hermaphrodite populations. Instead, adaptation was due to the
displacement of females by hermaphrodites. Genotyping of single-nucleotide polymorphisms further indicated that
the observed evolution of selfing rates was not due to selection of standing genetic diversity. Finally, numerical
modelling and evolution experiments in male-female populations demonstrate that the improvement of male
fitness components may diminish the opportunity for reproductive assurance.
Conclusions: Our findings support the hypothesis that reproductive assurance can drive the transition from
outcrossing to selfing, and further suggest that the success of transitions to selfing hinges on adaptation of
obligate outcrossing populations to the environment where outcrossing was once a limiting factor.
Keywords: Evolutionary transition, Selfing, Androdioecy, Fitness, Experimental evolution, Caenorhabditis elegans, fog-2,
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Evolutionary transitions from outcrossing, where individ-
uals mate and cross-fertilize each other, to self-fertilization
(henceforth, selfing) are in part responsible for the great
diversity of animal and plant reproduction systems [1-6].
Transitions to selfing have repeatedly occurred during
evolution even though this breeding mode usually leads to
inbreeding depression [1,7], restricts the generation of po-
tentially adaptive genetic diversity [8-10] and may result in* Correspondence: teotonio@biologie.ens.fr
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article, unless otherwise stated.an increased probability of extinction [11-15]. Countering
these and other shortcomings of selfing, by being able to
reproduce on their own, autonomous selfers may ensure
the persistence of populations facing an environment
where mates or pollination agents are unavailable [1,16,17].
‘Reproductive assurance’ could thus provide an explanation
for transitions to selfing.
Despite the considerable efforts trying to demonstrate
the hypothesis of reproductive assurance, empirical evi-
dence is mixed [18-21], and whether individual selection
can drive the transition to selfing has not been subject to
direct experimental tests; but see [22-24]. This is partly
because hermaphroditism and selfing occur in multiple
forms, not all of which clearly assure population
persistence in environments with limited opportunity forntral Ltd. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the
/creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0), which permits unrestricted use,
, provided the original work is properly credited. The Creative Commons Public
mons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/) applies to the data made available in this
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been difficult to disentangle individual selection among
selfers and outcrossers from other processes that may also
result in the evolution of increased selfing rates.
When mutation to self-compatibility is non-limiting
[29-31], increased selfing rates can evolve due to the nu-
merical transmission advantage that a selfing allele has
over an outcrossing allele, if selfers are also able to out-
cross with each other [20,32]. This process mitigates the
‘cost of meiosis’ that results from outcrossed progeny
inheriting only half the gene complement of their parents
when compared to selfed progeny [33,34]. Second, and de-
pending on the genetics of sex determination, increased
selfing rates can result from the elimination of a ‘cost of
males’, as male progeny cannot reproduce on their own
but consume resources that may be critical for future gen-
erations [34,35]. Third, increased selfing rates can evolve
as a correlated response to density dependent selection for
higher dispersal to and/or colonization ability of novel
habitats [36-39]. This is the case, for example, in the
evolution of selfing in metapopulations, where density
dependent selection among selfing and outcrossing demes
experiencing frequent extinction may be confounded with
individual selection [38,40]. Lastly, it is largely unknown
how selection of standing genetic diversity specific to
breeding mode [41,42], such as the purging of deleterious
recessive alleles [43-45] or the maintenance of coevolved
sets of loci [46-49], relate to reproductive assurance and
may feedback on the evolution of selfing rates.
If transitions to selfing result from individual selection
among selfers and outcrossers in an environment where
outcrossing is restricted, then successful transitions should
lead to adaptation [17,28]. Here, we perform experimental
evolution in populations of Caenorhabditis elegans nema-
todes to test this prediction of the reproductive assurance
hypothesis.
C. elegans is an androdioecious nematode because males
co-occur with self-compatible hermaphrodites [50]. Since
hermaphrodites cannot outcross each other, C. elegans lin-
eages do not suffer from a cost of meiosis although they
suffer a fitness cost when segregating males [51-53]. C.
elegans sex determination is chromosomal, such that her-
maphrodites are XX and males are XØ as a result of the
non-disjunction of the X-chromosome during herm-
aphrodite gametogenesis [54-56]. In natural populations,
males primarily arise from X-chromosome non-disjunction
[56,57]. In recent years, however, it has been demonstrated
in the laboratory that males can be maintained for rela-
tively long periods at intermediate to high frequencies,
from 10% to 50% for up to 100 generations, under several
challenging circumstances, such as the presence of patho-
gens or genetic loads [55,58-63].
Within the Caenorhabditis clade, androdioecy derived
from male-female dioecy at least three times [64,65].Theoretical studies have supported the following model
for these transitions [51-53,66] (see Figure 1A). A mutant
female turned self-compatible hermaphrodite invaded the
ancestral dioecious population because the probability of
females failing to reproduce was higher than that of her-
maphrodites in environments with limited outcrossing. At
this stage, individual hermaphrodites were selected owing
to the reproductive assurance they afforded the dioecious
population, despite inbreeding depression and despite
population density dynamics; but see [67,68]. Also during
this stage, fitness components in selfing hermaphrodites
traded-off with male and female fitness components, but
the maintenance of trioecy (with the three sexes) was un-
likely to occur and hermaphrodites eventually displaced
females. This is because females would need to evolve in a
relatively short period at least double the reproductive
output of hermaphrodites in order to be maintained; see
[68,69] for further discussion. After, maintenance of selfing
and outcrossing under androdioecy would have been
possible if males sired at least twice the number of selfed
progeny, thus offsetting the cost of males. But effective
monoecy and exclusive hermaphroditism was the probable
end result of the transition, as in most extant populations
males commonly appear through the non-disjunction of
X-chromosome during hermaphrodite gametogenesis.
Following this framework, we conducted invasions of
wild-type hermaphrodites in genetically transformed dioe-
cious populations to test for transitions to selfing and
subsequent adaptation in a novel environment where her-
maphrodites provide reproductive assurance. To quantify
the extent of selection on hermaphrodites, we submitted
genetically transformed monoecious populations to ex-
perimental evolution in the same environment, and ex-
perimental evolution of androdioecious populations was
also performed to determine whether the loss of males
was sufficient to explain adaptation. Genotyping of single-
nucleotide polymorphisms across one autosome was done
to test if selection of standing genetic diversity could in-
fluence the evolution of selfing rates during transitions.
Finally, we numerically modelled the evolution of fitness
components expressed under outcrossing, during the tri-
oecious phase of the transition, and asked if the experi-
mental evolution of increased male performance under
dioecy could determine the opportunity for reproductive
assurance.
Results and discussion
Outcrossing is limited at high NaCl concentrations
Fortuitous observations suggested that NaCl influenced
the selfing rates of our laboratory adapted androdioecious
population. This population had been cultured for 140
generations under discrete non-overlapping four-day life
cycles, at constant and spatially homogenous densities,
while keeping stable selfing rates (Figure 1B) [55,70]. NaCl
Figure 1 Evolutionary transitions to selfing in Caenorhabditis nematodes and the life cycle of a laboratory-adapted C. elegans
population. (A) Transitions in reproductive systems and breeding modes that three Caenorhabditis nematode species may have undergone in
their history (black arrows). Like most extant Caenorhabditis species, the ancestral populations had a dioecious reproduction system until the
appearance of a mutant female turned self-compatible hermaphrodite (grey arrow), which transformed them into trioecious populations. Females
and hermaphrodites can only mate with males. Successful transitions to selfing imply invasion of hermaphrodites, loss of females and the maintenance
of mixed selfing and outcrossing under androdioecy, or further loss of males and exclusive hermaphroditism (which is here defined as monoecy since
we ignore mutation in sex determination). (B) The four-day discrete non-overlapping life cycle of a lab-adapted population, ancestral to all populations
here constructed, experimentally evolved and characterised. With the exception of NaCl, the life cycle and population census sizes were the
same as the experimental evolution here reported. Grey lines indicate the time points of experimental manipulation. Between 24 hours of the life
cycle, when the first larval staged L1 individuals are seeded in solid NGM-lite plates, until 96 hours, when adults reproduce and give rise to the embryos
that will constitute the next generation, NaCl concentrations in the media were 25 mM. Increased NaCl concentrations to 305 mM is here used as the
novel environment.
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mental evolution were 25 mM between the first larval
stage (L1) to adult reproduction (between 24 hours and
96 hours of the life cycle). Unlike natural populations, this
lab-adapted population has abundant genetic diversity
since it was originally derived from a cross of several nat-
ural isolates and was subsequently maintained at census
sizes of N = 104 and effective sizes of Ne approximately =
103 [71].
In the lab-adapted population, we measured male pro-
portions at 96 hours of the life cycle in two consecutive
generations of culture at 305 mM NaCl (henceforth, high
salt) or at the concentration to which they were adapted,
25 mM NaCl (henceforth, low salt). In the first generation
of the assay, salt did not affect male proportions, a resultindicating that the relative survivorship of males and her-
maphrodites from the L1 larval stage to reproductive ma-
turity is independent of salt (Figure 2A; all statistical
significance results in the figure legends). In the second
generation, however, adult male numbers were lower in
high salt when compared to low salt.
Selfing rates, calculated as one minus twice the male
proportions at the second generation [52], were 0.09 ±
0.01SE in low salt and 0.38 ± 0.01SE in high salt. These
estimates assume that there were no mixed broods with
selfed and outcrossed progeny, which is likely since once
hermaphrodites mate with males, male sperm outcom-
petes self-sperm for fertilization [72]. Further assays with
increasing salt concentrations revealed that selfing rates
exhibited a significant increase only above 275 mM
Figure 2 Outcrossing is limited at high NaCl concentrations. (A) Development from the L1 larval stage (24 ± 2 hours) to the time of
reproduction (96 ± 2 hours) in varying NaCl concentrations did not affect male frequencies in the lab-adapted population (parental generation,
P). Sex ratios in the following F1 generation were affected, however, with a high NaCl concentration reducing population male frequencies when
compared to a low NaCl concentration (generalised linear mixed effects model (GLMM): z-ratio test for a significant difference at F1 among salt
environments: |z| =12.2, P-value <0.001, residual d.f. =91; see Methods for justification of statistical modelling]. (B) Despite the large impact of high
NaCl concentrations in hermaphrodite fertility from 72 ± 2 hours to 96 ± 2 hours (GLMM: main effect NaCl |z| =27.5, P-value <0.001, residual
d.f. =123), outcrossed hermaphrodites had the same fertility as selfed hermaphrodites in high or low salt (post hoc Tukey comparisons at 305 mM
NaCl: |z| =0, P-value =0.99; at 25 mM NaCl |z| =0.3, P-value =0.78). (C) Development to maturity since the L1 larval stage was retarded at 305 mM
NaCl since there was a reduced proportion of fertile hermaphrodites in the lab-adapted population at this concentration (generalised linear
model (GLM): main effect NaCl |z| =2.97, P-value =0.003, residual d.f. =6). After 72 ± 2 hours of development in 305 mM NaCl only 10% of the
hermaphrodites were fertile when compared to the 40% in 25 mM NaCl (|z| =3, P-value =0.003). However, after 96 ± 2 hours differences among
NaCl environments were no longer significant (|z| =0.001, P-value =0.99). For all panels, triangles, bars and standard errors depict ordinary least-square
estimates; ***indicates P-values <0.001. d.f., degrees of freedom.
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maternal effects of salt on embryo-to-adult hermaphrodite
survivorship (see Additional file 1: Figure S2). Together
these findings show that high salt limits outcrossing and
favours selfing.
Delayed hermaphrodite developmental time underlies
limited outcrossing
Differential survivorship of males and hermaphrodites
does not seem to explain limited outcrossing in high salt,
so we tested an alternative explanation—that herma-
phrodite fertility is lower under outcrossing than selfing.
(Fertility hereafter defined as fecundity, the number of em-
bryos laid during the 24 hours preceding the time of
reproduction and population passage, and survivorship
until adulthood). To test for hermaphrodite fertility, in-
dependently of male effects, hermaphrodites from the lab-
adapted population were outcrossed to males from an
unrelated green fluorescent protein (GFP) inbred tester.
The resulting hermaphrodite progeny was then scored for
fertility under outcrossing, when hermaphrodites were
again mated to the unrelated GFP tester males, and under
selfing (see Methods). Results from this assay showed that
despite the large impact of salt on fertility, outcrossed her-
maphrodites had the same fertility as selfed hermaphro-
dites in high or low salt (Figure 2B).
Several other trait changes can explain limited out-
crossing in high salt. High salt concentrations are knownto affect hermaphrodite survival, body size and chemotaxis
[73,74], traits that in turn can determine impaired male
mating behaviour or hermaphrodite resistance to mating
[75-77]. However, there may be simply a reduced time
window for outcrossing if hermaphrodites take longer to
reach maturity in high salt than low salt [78,79]. To con-
firm this, we scored the proportion of fertile hermaphro-
dites in the lab-adapted population at 72 hours and
96 hours of the life cycle (Figure 1B). We observed that
over both periods, high salt reduced fertility rates, reveal-
ing delayed developmental time to maturity (Figure 2C).
Specifically, at 72 hours, almost 40% of the hermaphro-
dites were fertile after development in low salt but only
approximately 10% were fertile in high salt. At 96 hours,
all hermaphrodites were fertile in low salt and about 80%
were fertile in high salt, although this difference was not
statistically significant.
Hermaphrodites provide reproductive assurance to a
dioecious population
With limited outcrossing in high salt selfed hermaphrodites
could provide reproductive assurance to a dioecious po-
pulation exposed to this environment. To construct a
dioecious population, we recurrently introgressed the self-
sperm knockout allele, fog-2(q71), in the androdioecious
lab-adapted population (see Methods). fog-2(q71) is a reces-
sive autosomal allele that transforms hermaphrodites when
homozygous [80]. In low salt, fog-2(q71) is inconsequential
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we employed [55,81] (Figure 1).
To test for reproductive assurance we first showed
that females from the dioecious population do not have
reduced fertility when compared to wild-type hermaph-
rodites. We characterised the fertility of hermaphrodites
and females when mated with males from the dioecious
population, for the 24 hours preceding population pas-
sage and after development to maturity since the L1 lar-
val stage in high salt (we did not differentiate the
progeny of selfed and outcrossed hermaphrodites; see
Methods). This assay indicated that females had higher
fertility than hermaphrodites when in high salt condi-
tions (Figure 3A).
If females have higher fertility than hermaphrodites,
then hermaphrodites can provide reproductive assurance
to the dioecious population only when a higher proportion
of females fails to reproduce than hermaphrodites. To
show the possibility for reproductive assurance, we mea-
sured the fertility rates of the dioecious population in high
salt conditions following the same protocol as above for
the lab-adapted androdioecious population (see Methods).
Results from this assay indicated that at 96 hours of the
life cycle, the time of reproduction and population passa-
ging under our imposed life-cycle (Figure 1), about 40% of
females were fertile, a significantly lower proportion than
the approximately 80% of hermaphrodites that were fertile
in the androdioecious population (Figure 3B).Figure 3 Reproductive assurance in a dioecious population.
(A) In high salt, the fertility of females from the genetically-
transformed dioecious population was higher than the fertility of
hermaphrodites from the lab-adapted population (GLM: |z| =5,
P-value <0.001, residual d.f. =55). (B) In high salt and at the time of
population passage, the fertility rate of the genetically transformed
dioecious population was lower than that of the lab-adapted
androdioecious population (GLM: |z| =4.25, P-value <0.001, residual
d.f. =3). For all panels, bars and errors show ordinary least-square
estimates; *** indicates P-values <0.001. d.f., degrees of freedom; GLM,
generalized linear model.It is unclear if the higher individual female fertility than
individual hermaphrodite fertility compensates for the
lower fertility rate of the dioecious population than the
androdioecious population in high salt. The individual fer-
tility assays were done under male density, population
density and life cycle timing conditions that were not
those of our standard population maintenance protocol,
but that were followed in the population fertility rate assay
(see Figure 1 and Methods for further details). We, there-
fore, conclude that selfed hermaphrodites provide repro-
ductive assurance to the dioecious population when in
high salt since a higher proportion of females than her-
maphrodites failed to reproduce at the time of population
passaging.Experimental transitions to selfing
An intermediate stage in the construction of the dioe-
cious population involved the creation of a trioecious
population, where the wild type fog-2 selfing allele was
at a frequency of 2.6 × 10-2 and, therefore, where her-
maphrodites were at an expected frequency of 6.8 × 10-4
(see Methods). This male-female-hermaphrodite popula-
tion should mimic the ancestral dioecious reproduction
system of Caenorhabditis species, soon after the appear-
ance of a mutant female turned self-compatible herm-
aphrodite that has not been lost by genetic drift [70]
(Figure 1). Using replicates of this population we per-
formed evolution experiments in three different salt re-
gimes to test whether reproductive assurance results in
transitions to selfing. Importantly, except for salt con-
centrations and sex ratios, all environmental conditions
and population census sizes during experimental evolu-
tion were the same as those employed during previous
laboratory adaptation (Figure 1B).
In the ‘sudden’ regime, populations were immediately
introduced to, and subsequently cultured at, 305 mM
NaCl between 24 hours and 96 hours of the life cycle
(Figure 4A; Additional file 1: Table S1 for replication
structure). Here we expected selfing rates to greatly in-
crease during the first few generations of experimental
evolution. In the ‘gradual’ regime, populations were cul-
tured at linearly increasing NaCl concentrations until
305 mM at generation 35, and were then maintained in
high salt. Here we expected males and females to persist
at high frequencies until 275 mM NaCl since only at or
above this salt concentration is outcrossing limited (see
Additional file 1: Figure S1). In the ‘control’ regime, pop-
ulations were cultured in the same low salt conditions as
the lab-adapted population. Populations from this re-
gime allowed us to control for any evolutionary changes
associated with the introgression of the fog-2(q71) allele
in the lab-adapted population, and the new sex ratio
condition, despite salt.
Figure 4 Experimental transitions to selfing result in adaptation. (A) Experimental design. (B) Trioecious populations lost males when
cultured at 305 mM NaCl. (C) Dynamics of the selfing allele. Transition fitness was significantly different from zero in the sudden and gradual
regimes (both analysis of variance (ANOVA) P-values <0.001, residual d.f. =10). B and C, circles are the observed mean values of replicate
populations with error bars one standard mean error among them. (D) Fitness response of trioecious populations after 35 generations of
evolution (Δwt). A linear mixed effects model (LMM) shows that populations from all regimes adapted to 305 mM (control test against the zero
intercept: |z| =1.76, P-value =0.09; gradual: |z| =2.7, P-value =0.007; sudden: |z| =7.8, P-value <0.001; residual d.f. =65). Post hoc Tukey tests show
that sudden populations had a higher fitness response than either gradual or control populations (sudden versus gradual t17 = 2.5, P =0.05;
sudden versus control t17 = 2.74, P-value =0.04; gradual versus control t17 = 0.4, P-value =0.9). (E) As panel D, but for monoecious populations.
LMM shows a fitness response in 305 mM NaCl by G35 in sudden and gradual populations (control: |z| =0.28, P-value =0.98; gradual: |z| =2.6,
P-value =0.009; sudden: |z| =3.8, P-value <0.001; residual d.f. =69; no post hoc differences between regimes). (F), as panels D and E, but for
androdioecious populations. LMM shows a fitness response in 305 mM NaCl by G35 in sudden and gradual populations (control: |z| =0.64, P-value =0.52;
gradual: |z| =3, P-value =0.003; sudden: |z| =4.9, P-value <0.001; residual d.f. =55; no post hoc differences between regimes). For panels D, E and F, bars
and errors show LMM estimates. +, *, **, *** indicate, respectively, P-values of <0.1, <0.05, <0.01 and <0.001. d.f., degrees of freedom.
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to describe transitions to selfing during experimental evo-
lution. As expected, male numbers in the sudden regime
rapidly declined, reaching negligible levels by generation
35 (Figure 4B). Following the expected dynamics, the fog-2
(wt) selfing allele increased in frequency and reached fix-
ation by generation 35 (Figure 4C). Estimating fitness of
selfing as the haploid coefficient describing the determin-
istic frequency change of the selfing allele relative to the
resident fog-2(q71) allele during experimental evolution
[70,82] results in a value of s =0.32 ± 0.03SE (see Methods;
we call s the ‘transition fitness’).
In the gradual regime, male numbers began to decline
only after generation 35 and at the final generation of cul-
ture (generation 68) males were still present at intermedi-
ate frequencies. The selfing allele reached fixation in the
gradual populations after approximately 30 generations in
high salt, mirroring the observations made in the sudden
populations. In the gradual populations, the transition
fitness of the selfing allele was of s =0.22 ± 0.02SE, asignificantly lower value than the corresponding value in
the sudden populations.
In the control populations, the male and the selfing allele
frequencies remained at ancestral levels during experimen-
tal evolution.
Despite the higher fertility of outcrossed females com-
pared to hermaphrodites (shown in Figure 3A), her-
maphrodites were able to invade and fix. Experimental
transitions to selfing were thus successful when popula-
tions were confronted with a high salt environment,
from dioecy to monoecy, in the case of the sudden pop-
ulations, and from dioecy to androdioecy, in the case of
the gradual populations (see Figure 1B). Control popula-
tions in turn maintained effective dioecy during experi-
mental evolution.
Transitions to selfing result in adaptation
The key prediction of the hypothesis of selection for re-
productive assurance is that successful transitions to
selfing result in adaptation to the environment where
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populations that do not transit to selfing should not
adapt through selection for reproductive assurance. They
could adapt, however, to their new male-female sex ratio
condition that the lab-adapted population had not expe-
rienced during its history. Control populations, like the
gradual populations, could only adapt to their new sex
ratio condition that the lab-adapted population had not
experienced during its history.
We measured fitness of the evolved populations at
generation 35 in parallel with that of the lab-adapted an-
cestral androdioecious population under high salt con-
ditions. Fitness was estimated with competition assays
between the experimental populations and a GFP an-
drodioecious tester population which segregated 5% of
males but was otherwise similar to the lab-adapted an-
cestral population (see Methods; note that this GFP
tester population is not the GFP tester inbred strain used
in the individual fertility assay reported above). Adapta-
tion was then equated with the changes in the haploid
coefficient describing the deterministic frequency change
of the wild type allele relative to the GFP tester allele in
the evolved populations relative to the ancestral popula-
tions [70,83] (see Methods and Additional file 1: Figures
S3,S4 for details on the assay design and data quality
control).
Populations from all regimes increased their fitness in
high salt after 35 generations of experimental evolution
(Figure 4D). However, sudden populations increased
their fitness to a greater extent than the gradual popula-
tions. Control populations also increased their fitness
and to a similar extent of the gradual populations. Popu-
lations that had a successful transition to selfing, there-
fore, had higher adaptive rates than those that did not
transit to selfing.
Fitness responses in the gradual populations must have
been due to selection on males and females, as they
maintained effective dioecy until generation 35. Further,
selection on males and females appears to have been in-
dependent of salt conditions since the control popula-
tions showed similar responses to those of the gradual
populations, and they also maintained effective dioecy
until generation 35. Following a similar reasoning, selec-
tion on males and females could also have contributed
to the adaptive responses of the sudden populations, as
males and females were maintained at relatively high fre-
quencies until generation 30 (see Figure 4B,C). If so, al-
leles selected in this manner became associated with
selfing in order for fitness differences to be detected by
generation 35, when there were only hermaphrodites.
Together with selection on hermaphrodites, selection on
males and females may have thus been responsible for
higher adaptive rates in the sudden populations than the
gradual or control populations.Selection on hermaphrodites and adaptation
We have assumed so far that the sudden and gradual salt
regimes imposed the same selection gradients on the
relevant fitness traits [84]. It could be, however, that se-
lection gradients under the gradual and control regimes
were less steep than in the sudden regime, that is, selec-
tion on the relevant traits was weaker, thus explaining
the relatively slower adaptive rates of gradual and con-
trol populations when compared to the sudden popula-
tions. To test this assumption for hermaphrodite traits,
we conducted experimental evolution with (hermaphro-
ditic) monoecious populations and subjected them to
the sudden, gradual and control salt regimes. With the
exception of those traits that are specific to the interactions
between the sexes, similar traits should be expressed by
hermaphrodites in the monoecious and the trioecious pop-
ulations that underwent experimental evolution [81,85].
To create the ancestral monoecious population, the
male-killing mutant allele, xol-1(tm3055), was recur-
rently introgressed in the lab-adapted population (see
Methods; Additional file 1: Table S1). Following the
same protocol as above, we characterised adaptation to
high salt with competition assays. After 35 generations
of experimental evolution, monoecious populations had
similar fitness responses when maintained in the sudden
or gradual regime, while there was no fitness response in
control populations (Figure 4E). Given these results, we
can conclude that selection gradients on hermaphrodite
traits expressed under selfing were of similar magnitude
under the gradual and the sudden regimes. Higher adap-
tive rates in the sudden regime were likely not due to se-
lection differences to other regimes.
Transitions to selfing and the cost of males
To address if fitness responses during the transitions to
selfing could be explained by the loss of males and, conse-
quently, an increase in the number of breeding individuals
[34], we did experimental evolution under androdioecy,
also in the three different salt regimes. Since there are no
females under androdioecy, hermaphrodites do not repro-
ductively guarantee population persistence. But as in the
trioecious populations, males may impose an up to two-
fold fitness reduction, that is, a cost of males, as sex ratio
segregation is the same whether males outcross with fe-
males or with hermaphrodites [55] and both trioecious
and androdioecious populations started experimental evo-
lution with similar sex ratios (see also Additional file 1:
Figure S5).
As with the trioecious populations, androdioecious pop-
ulations of both salt regimes increased their selfing rates
immediately upon culture in high salt (see Additional file 1:
Figure S6). The gradual populations, in particular, main-
tained a high frequency of males until generation 35, at
which point male numbers declined. Using the same
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salt, we found that, unlike in the trioecious populations,
both the sudden and the gradual androdioecious popula-
tions had similar fitness responses after 35 generations of
experimental evolution (Figure 4F). Control androdioe-
cious populations showed no sign of adaptation.
The fitness responses under androdioecy show that
compromised adaptive rates in the gradual trioecious pop-
ulations, which until generation 35 remained effectively
dioecious, cannot be explained by the loss of males and,
therefore, by the existence of a cost of males. The loss of
males in the sudden trioecious populations, which by gen-
eration 35 had transitioned to selfing, did not facilitate
adaptation. Instead, we can conclude that facilitated adap-
tation in the sudden trioecious populations was due to dis-
placement of females by hermaphrodites. In other words,
transitions to selfing occurred because hermaphrodites
provided reproductive assurance to the ancestral (effect-
ively) dioecious population.Selection of standing genetic diversity
Selfing structures standing genetic diversity in complex
ways that could have contributed to the evolution of selfing
during the experimental transitions, thus confounding the
role of reproductive assurance [42,71,86,87]. One such
possibility is that, once hermaphrodites became relatively
common, increased segregation of homozygotes would
allow efficient purging of deleterious recessive alleles,
which would lead to increased selfing rates [43-45]. An-
other possibility is that coevolved sets of loci present in
the lab-adapted population were, by chance, adaptive in
the novel high salt environment. If so, once hermaphro-
dites were relatively common, increased selfing would
generate high linkage disequilibrium and reduce effective
population recombination rates [8], allowing maintenanceFigure 5 Selection of standing genetic diversity does not explain adapt
evolution (Δwt; shown in Figure 4) with the homozygosity (A) or pairwise link
generation 22 (see Methods). Axes are truncated for clarity. Symbols show the
populations of the three reproduction systems, as well as the mean of the lab
data is presented in Table 1.of undisrupted coevolved sets of loci, which would in turn
favour increased selfing rates [46,47,49,71].
One can thus ask whether selection of standing genetic
diversity determined adaptation independently of selfing.
If that was the case, then population genetic processes can
explain transitions to selfing despite selection for repro-
ductive assurance. To address this question, we measured
the levels and structure of genetic diversity in populations
from all reproduction systems (trioecy, monoecy, andro-
dioecy) and all regimes (sudden, gradual, control) at a gen-
eration that was late enough during the focal trioecious
experiment for hermaphrodites to be common but early
enough during the experiments for standing genetic diver-
sity to influence adaptation at generation 35. Genotyping
was done at 58 single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs)
across chromosome IV at generation 22 of experimental
evolution (see Additional file 2). These SNPs should mostly
behave as neutral markers linked to selected alleles, and if
there was selection on deleterious recessive alleles or on
coevolved sets of loci, we expected the SNP homozygos-
ity or linkage disequilibrium at generation 22 to correl-
ate with the fitness responses observed at generation 35.
Analysis of SNP genotypes revealed that, by itself, selfing
greatly increased homozygosity and linkage disequilibrium
(Figure 5; see Methods for details on genotyping and di-
versity statistics). This was more evident when comparing
the monoecious populations to the ancestral lab-adapted
population. However, when the effects of reproductive sys-
tem on the fitness responses are taken into account and,
therefore, the effects of selfing on structuring genetic di-
versity, neither the amount of homozygosity nor linkage
disequilibrium explain the fitness differences between
evolved and ancestral populations (Table 1). We can thus
conclude that selection of standing genetic diversity did
not greatly influence the evolution of selfing during the
experimental transitions.ation. Bi-plots of the fitness responses at generation 35 of experimental
age disequilibrium (B) of single nucleotide polymorphisms genotyped at
observed mean and the standard error of the mean among replicate
-adapted androdioecious population, ancestral to them all. Analysis of this
Table 1 Selection of standing genetic diversity does not
explain adaptation
Independent variable d.f. SS MS F-value P-value
Homozygosity 1 0.069 0.069 0.569 0.456
Reproduction system 2 2.349 1.175 9.643 0.001
Error 33 4.019 0.122 - -
Linkage disequilibrium 1 0.034 0.034 0.209 0.650
Reproduction system 2 1.391 0.0696 4.309 0.022
Error 31 5.005 0.161 - -
Table shows the two analyses of covariance done to test if the fitness
responses at generation 35 (Δwt) are explained by SNP homozygosity (1-Ho) or
pairwise SNP linkage disequilibrium (r2) at generation 22 (see also Figure 5
and Methods for details on statistical models and calculations of genetic
diversity). In each model, reproduction system (Trioecy, Monoecy,
Androdioecy) is treated as the fixed independent variable. SS and MS stand for
Sum-of-Squares and Mean-of-Squares, respectively. Error degrees of freedom
(d.f.) for the model testing the effects of linkage disequilibrium is 31 because
two monoecious populations from the sudden regime had such low SNP diversity
that r2 could not be calculated (see Additional file 1: Figure S4).
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outcrossing
During the transitions to selfing in the sudden regime, her-
maphrodites displaced females and males soon after 30
generations of evolution in high salt (Figure 4B,C). In con-
trast, males were still present at relatively high frequencies
at the end of experimental evolution in the gradual regime.
Furthermore, transition fitness of the selfing allele was
higher in the sudden than in the gradual regime. A reason-
able hypothesis to explain these differences between salt
regimes is that the evolution of traits expressed by the
three sexes under outcrossing contributed to evolution of
selfing rates during the transient trioecious phase, the more
so in the gradual than in the sudden regime [51,81,85]. To
illustrate the potential evolution of the fitness components
of outcrossing during transitions (‘outcross-fitness’ for
short), we asked how they could explain the observed fre-
quency dynamics of the fog-2(wt) selfing allele.
Barring mutation in sex determination [29,55,88,89],
maintenance of androdioecy in C. elegans depends on the
male reproductive success relative to the hermaphrodite
reproductive success (α), on the embryo to maturity sur-
vivorship difference between hermaphrodites and males
(σ), on the proportion of non-cross-fertilised oocytes that
are self-fertilised (β) and on inbreeding depression for fit-
ness components (δ). C. elegans hermaphrodites are pro-
tandrous in that they first produce sperm and then
irreversibly switch to oogenesis upon reproductive matur-
ation [78]. If these parameters do not depend on male or
hermaphrodite density, then maintenance of androdioecy
is possible when: α(1-σ) >2β(1-δ), where ‘2’ accounts for
the two-fold cost of males; see [52,67,90] for details and
further discussion.
We revised this androdioecious model to numerically
simulate the experimental transitions to selfing by ac-
counting for females in the segregation of fog-2 genotypes(see Methods; the expected reproduction table under
trioecy is presented in Additional file 1: Table S2). For
simplicity, we assumed no mixed broods so that when
selfed each hermaphrodite was assigned 2β =2. Con-
versely, unmated females could not reproduce and were
assigned 2β =0. Since, in the lab-adapted population, we
did not find survivorship differences between hermaphro-
dites and males exposed to varying salt concentrations, we
set σ =0 (see Figure 2A and Additional file 1: Figure S1).
We also considered that δ =0 since we found no signs of
inbreeding depression in the lab-adapted population (see
Figure 2B) and this parameter should not, in most cases,
influence transitions to selfing, see for example [67].
Finally, we defined α as the parameter representing all fit-
ness components expressed under outcrossing rather than
specifically modelling female survivorship. With these set-
tings, androdioecy is maintained when the magnitude of
outcross-fitness offsets the two-fold cost of males: α >2.
Individual-based Monte Carlo simulations were done
following the experimental evolution life cycle and census
sizes in order to obtain the expected fog-2 genotype fre-
quency trajectories under several values of α (Figure 6; see
Methods). We then compared simulated with observed
fog-2 genotype frequency trajectories. The maximum-
likelihood (ML) estimates that were most congruent with
observations from the sudden populations indicated that
outcross-fitness was insufficient to offset the cost of males
(ML α =1.41, credible interval (CI) =1.36 to 1.46). Simula-
tions for the gradual populations indicated that during
their first 35 generations of evolution, before high salt
exposure, upward evolution of α may have occurred, but
to a degree still insufficient to offset the cost of males
when populations subsequently experienced high salt (ML
α =1.76, CI =1.73 to 1.79).
Our modelling of trioecy, with just the outcross-fitness
parameter, appears to replicate accurately the experimental
transitions to selfing. First, the ML estimate of outcross-
fitness in the sudden populations closely matches the
observed outcross-fitness value of the lab-adapted andro-
dioecious population (α =1.41, CI =1.36 to 1.46 versus
α =1.37 ± 0.06SE, respectively; when the latter is calculated
from Figure 2A male frequency changes across two gener-
ations [52], while making the same assumptions as above
for all other parameters; see Methods). Second, we were
also able to recover the observed fitness of the ancestral
trioecious population, estimated from the competition
assays, when explicitly simulating it with the sudden ML es-
timate of outcross-fitness (see Additional file 1: Figures S7).
Because our modelling seems accurate, we examined the
expected evolution of sex ratios during transitions to self-
ing. With the ML estimate of the sudden populations,
populations would be composed exclusively of hermaph-
rodites by generation 38 (see Additional file 1: Figure S8).
With the ML estimate of the gradual populations, and by
Figure 6 Expected fog-2 genotype frequency dynamics during transitions. (A) Compound likelihood curves of the outcross-fitness values
(α) that in simulations of trioecious experimental evolution can explain the observed fog-2(wt) allele frequency dynamics in the sudden population
(black) and in the gradual populations (grey). Grey bars indicate the credible interval of -2lnLk around the maximum-likelihood (ML) estimate. Circle
shows the expected outcross-fitness component value (α) with one SE in the lab-adapted population, using the data from Figure 2A (see Methods).
(B) Deterministic fog-2(wt) allele trajectories expected with the ML α estimates (lines). Circles and error bars are the observed trajectories (as in
Figure 4C). Dashed lines illustrate the deterministic fog-2(wt) frequency dynamics if there is no cost of males as modelled with α =1. See also Additional
file 1: Figure S8 for the sex ratio experimental evolution expectations. Simulations assumed random mating and selfing and no sex segregation
distortion (see Additional file 1: Table S2).
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68, males would be at about 7% and females at about
0.1%. Therefore, as observed during experimental evolu-
tion, for both the sudden and the gradual populations, fe-
males were lost from the populations before males and
trioecy was not maintained [67-69].
This last analysis suggests that monoecy should be the
end reproduction system, as observed in the sudden popu-
lations. Particularly in the gradual populations, however,
simulations show that potential evolution of outcross-
fitness during the period when populations were kept at
high salt after generation 35 could have overcome the cost
of males. If this was the case, then the evolution of
outcross-fitness could have resulted in androdioecy with
continued experimental evolution [55,81,85].
Evolution of male fitness components and the
opportunity for reproductive assurance
Possible evolution of outcross-fitness under trioecy raises
the interesting possibility that the ancestral dioecious
population could have been resistant to the invasion of a
hermaphrodite if given enough time for adaptation to high
salt before its appearance by mutation (Figure 1A). To
partially address this hypothesis, we performed 50 genera-
tions of experimental evolution under dioecy in the sud-
den regime and asked whether the improvement of male
fitness components resulted in increased fertility rates, to
the extent of reducing the opportunity for reproductive as-
surance by selfers (see Methods and Additional file 1:
Table S1).
After 50 generations of dioecious experimental evolu-
tion, we estimated ‘male fitness’ in high salt by the rela-
tive performance of males when in competition with
GFP tester males for the fertilization of fog-2 tester fe-
males and relative progeny survivorship to adulthood(see Methods; GFP males were from the same strain
used above in the fertility assays, and fog-2 females were
from an unrelated strain described in [86]). This assay
showed that male fitness increased over the course of 50
generations of experimental evolution (Figure 7A). Further
assays of dioecious female fertility showed that likely it did
not evolve (results not shown).
The improvement in male fitness may be enough to
diminish the reproductive assurance that selfers could
afford, were they to appear in the dioecious population, if
the proportion of females that failed to reproduce in high
salt was significantly reduced during sudden experimental
evolution (see above). To confirm this, we measured the
fertility rates of the dioecious populations at the standard
time of passage (96 hours) and compared them to that of
the lab-adapted androdioecious population (see Figure 3A).
This assay showed that the proportion of fertile females
after 50 generations of dioecious evolution in the sudden
regime increased from about 40% to about 70% (Figure 7B),
a value that was not statistically different from the approxi-
mately 80% of hermaphrodites that were fertile in the lab-
adapted population. These results indicate that evolution
of male dioecious fitness may reduce the opportunity for
reproductive assurance. We can, thus, predict that inva-
sions of the ancestral hermaphrodites in the high salt
adapted dioecious populations would be more difficult if
we were to repeat experimental evolution.
Conclusions
We have presented comprehensive evidence supporting
the hypothesis that individual selection among selfers
and outcrossers can drive the transition from dioecy to
androdioecy, or to effective monoecy, when there is lim-
ited outcrossing in novel environments. Experimental
transitions to selfing were due to reproductive assurance,
Figure 7 Evolution of male fitness diminishes the opportunity for
reproductive assurance. (A) Experimental evolution of male fitness in
305 mM NaCl of dioecious populations cultured for 50 generations
under the sudden regime. There was a significant increase in male
fitness during evolution (LMM: |z| =2.8, P-value =0.006, residual d.f. =30).
(B) Experimental evolution of fertility rates in the sudden dioecious
populations. After 50 generations there was an increased proportion of
females that were fertile after development from the L1 larval stage
(24 ± 2 hours) to the time of reproduction (96 ± 2 hours) in 305 mM
NaCl (GLMM: |z| =2.3, P-value =0.03, residual d.f. =5). Differences in
fertility rates between the evolved G50 dioecious population and the
ancestral lab-adapted androdioecious population are not significant
(grey line; GLM: |z| =1.6, P-value =0.112, residual d.f. =5). For (A) and
(B), bars and errors show ordinary least-square estimates. *, ** indicates,
respectively, P-values of <0.05, <0.01. d.f., degrees of freedom; GLMM,
generalised linear mixed effects models; LMM, linear mixed
effects model.
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the existence of a cost of males, and the potential for
density dependent selection among selfing or outcross-
ing demes (as we did not model it). Our experiments
further suggest that adaptation of dioecious populations,
to the environment where outcrossing was once limiting
to them, may reduce the opportunity for reproductive
assurance that selfers can provide and, as a consequence,
the probability of successful transitions to selfing.
Our findings were obtained in highly contrived condi-
tions. Can they help explain transitions to selfing within the
Caenorhabditis clade? Out of the 38 Caenorhabditis species
that have been discovered so far, three have probably
evolved androdioecy from ancestors that had a dioecious
reproduction system [64,65,91]. Extant Caenorhabditis spe-
cies inhabit sparse and ephemeral habitats [92,93], and a
metapopulation structure with variable density dynamics is
the norm [93,94]. Instead of individual selection, transitions
to androdioecy in natural Caenorhabditis may have re-
sulted from a correlated response to density dependent se-
lection among demes for dispersal to and/or colonization
of novel habitats where outcrossing was not necessarily
limited [36,37,39]. The lack of a cost of meiosis in Caenor-
habditis, since hermaphrodites do not outcross each other,
and the existence of a cost of males in outcrossing lineages
would then make certain that the first selfing colonizerswould outcompete outcrossers reaching the same habitat at
a later time, see for example [22] for an empirical example.
Particularly in C. elegans, the assumed dispersal life his-
tory stage, the dauer, is a stage from which more males
than hermaphrodites survive and reach reproductive ma-
turity [58]. Adult males are also more vagile than adult her-
maphrodites [95], and several evolution experiments have
shown that they can be maintained at intermediate fre-
quencies under a variety of novel environments [55,58-63],
some of which with varying density dynamics. These
observations suggest that selection among demes for dis-
persal and/or colonization of novel habitats, not before ex-
perienced by the ancestral dioecious populations, would
favour males over hermaphrodites and, as a correlated re-
sponse, outcrossing over selfing. Although it remains to be
shown whether, in general, dioecious males likewise survive
the dauer stage better and are more vagile than dioecious
females, but see [75], selection among demes is not ne-
cessary for the transition from dioecy to androdioecy in
Caenorhabditis. It is sufficient to speculate that in some of
the novel environments the ancestral dioecious popula-
tions were challenged with restricted outcrossing.
In plants, most of the known transitions from outcross-
ing to selfing occurred from self-incompatible hermaphro-
dites that were able to cross-fertilize each other [3,6,26].
In this situation, a mutant self-compatible hermaphrodite
that provided reproductive assurance when pollination
agents were a limiting factor, and could outcross with
other hermaphrodites, should have been favoured over a
female-sterile hermaphrodite (pollen-only) [17,27,68]. In
these transitions it remains uncertain whether the cost of
meiosis, cost of pollen production, selection among selfers
and outcrossers or density dependent selection can ex-
plain them. Yet, it appears that successful transitions rely
on the short-term selective advantage of selfing over out-
crossing, thus presumably on individual selection and re-
productive assurance [15,19-21]. Since in a few model
plants, sex determination mutants can be obtained, and
emasculation assays readily done, it would be valuable to
perform evolution experiments similar in design to ours
to disentangle the relative role of all the relevant processes
that can explain transitions to selfing; see for example [96]
for experimental evolution under different reproduction
systems using Arabidopsis thaliana.
In a small number of plants and animals, known transi-
tions from outcrossing to selfing were similar to those of
Caenorhabditis, from dioecy to androdioecy [68,97,98]. In
these rare species, empirical evidence on population dens-
ity dynamics and on the genetics of sex determination is
scarce but individual selection could have been important
for transitions to selfing. In the particular case of animals,
their populations inhabit apparently homogeneous (aquatic)
environments and spawn in large numbers, both circum-
stances that would be conducive to a lesser role for density
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Caenorhabditis, the derived self-compatible hermaphrodites
of these androdioecious animals are biased in their alloca-
tion of reproductive resources towards the female function,
a condition that may reflect the limited mutational options
that were available to the dioecious ancestor for the evolu-
tion of self-compatibility [97,99,100].
The frequency of transitions to selfing is ultimately a
function of mutation rates and of the genetic architecture of
sex determination. In the dioecious C. remanei, at least two
mutational steps are required to turn a wild-type female
into a self-compatible and fertile protandrous hermaphro-
dite: one to repress oogenesis and initiate spermatogenesis,
and another one to stop spermatogenesis, resume oogenesis
and allow fertilization [29,30]. In addition, partially to
complete recessive alleles at several loci may have deter-
mined autonomous selfing in the ancestral dioecious
Caenorhabditis [31], a situation that likely would have re-
duced the probability of the establishment of hermaphro-
dites, especially if populations during transitions were
small or highly structured [101]. In spite of the genetic
architecture of selfing, however, as shown here, once these
mutants escape genetic drift and became established in
the resident population [70], their fate due to selection
would be contingent upon whether the ancestral dioecious
population was already adapted to the environment where
outcrossing was once limiting to them. The opportunity
for reproductive assurance may, therefore, be circum-
scribed to very short evolutionary periods, which, together
with limited and probably complex mutational options
determining self-compatibility, can help explain why tran-
sitions from dioecy to androdioecy are the rarest of transi-
tions to selfing in nature.Methods
Androdioecious populations
All populations reported here were derived from a popula-
tion with standing genetic diversity previously evolved for
140 generations under our standardised laboratory envir-
onment [55,70]. A schematic of the lab environment is
shown in Figure 1B. This lab-adapted population is desig-
nated EEVA6140, where EEV stands for the Wormbase lab
acronym, A for androdioecy, and 6140 for 140 generations
of experimental evolution of replicate population #6. We
drop EEV henceforth.
In order to maintain similar levels of genetic diversity
among the ancestor populations used here, 500 A6140
hermaphrodites were individually mated with an excess of
A6140 males. All F1 lineages were then expanded in num-
bers for two generations. A total of 444 of these were re-
covered, mixed in equal proportions and cryogenically
frozen at -80°C at high densities [102]. This androdioe-
cious population is named A00.Trioecious and dioecious populations
The fog-2(q71) allele located in chrV:25 cM was intro-
gressed in A6140 in two stages, the first with the goal of
obtaining homozygous lineages for this allele in a A6140
genetic background, and the second with the goal of
introducing A6140 genetic diversity.
In the first stage of the introgression, 50 fog-2(q71) homo-
zygous females were recovered from a 100 generation
lab-adapted male-female population (D2100; described in
[55,71], and individually crossed to an excess of A6140
males. F1 hermaphrodites were selfed to generate F2s, while
the F1 male progeny were kept at 4°C in order to be used
in subsequent crosses. F2 progeny were collected two days
later as immature L4 staged larvae and scored for fog-2
(q71) homozygosity by the accumulation of unfertilised oo-
cytes during the next two days [80]. From each of the fifty
F1 lineages, eight F2 females were outcrossed with an ex-
cess of F1 males from a different lineage, and their F3 fe-
male progeny mated with one sibling male to generate the
F4s. F3 parents were PCR genotyped to confirm homozy-
gosity at the fog-2 locus (see below). Only a small region
surrounding the fog-2 locus is expected to contain the N2
wild isolate genetic background from where the fog-2(q71)
allele is ultimately derived [80] (results not shown). This is
because the fog-2 locus is located in the telomere and the
origin of the allele for the introgressions is from a lab-
adapted population with standing genetic diversity.
In the second stage of the introgression, 12 females from
each of 50 F1 lineages were outcrossed with an excess of
A6140 males. A total of 600 F1 hermaphrodites were selfed
and F2 progeny scored for fog-2(q71) homozygosity. A total
of 600 F2 females were next mated with males randomly
coming from the 50 F1 lineages. The F3s were PCR geno-
typed and the wild type allele was estimated to be at 5.2 ×
10-2. F3 females were mated with sibling males to generate
the F4s. Since we did not control for the homozygosity of
fog-2 in males, the wild type allele in the F4s is expected to
segregate at 2.6 × 10-2. A total of 444 F4 lineages were re-
covered, separately grown to high densities and mixed in
equal proportions to constitute the ancestral trioecious
population, named T00. Samples were frozen at -80°C.
To derive the ancestor dioecious population (D00),
350 adult T00 females were individually mated with sin-
gle T00 males, after scoring for the accumulation of un-
fertilised eggs in them. Twenty-four hours later, males
were genotyped at the fog-2 locus and 318 lineages were
recovered where both parents were fog-2(q71/q71).
These lineages were grown to high densities, mixed at
equal proportions and samples frozen at -80°C.
Monoecious population
To derive the ancestor monoecious population (M00),
the xol-1(tm3055) allele located in chrX:-0.45 cM was
introgressed in A6140 in two stages.
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FX03055 [103] were mated with an excess of A6140 males.
F1 progeny were separately selfed, and with PCR geno-
typing, F2 hermaphrodites were confirmed to be xol-1
(tm3055) homozygous after laying of the F3 embryos (see
below). Lineages were then kept for another generation.
This four-generation cycle was repeated another two
times, with the parental hermaphrodites coming from a
homozygous xol-1(tm3055) F3 lineage obtained in the first
cycle. Ten crosses were done in the first cycle and twenty
in the second and third cycles. At the F1 generation, 70,
286 and 378 hermaphroditic lineages were obtained in the
first, second, and third cycle, respectively. At the F2 gener-
ation, 3,800, 1,228 and 1,219 were obtained in the first,
second, and third cycle, respectively. For the F3 generation
we obtained 752, 350 and 1,144 lineages in the first, sec-
ond, and third cycle, respectively. At the end of each cycle,
F3 individuals were genotyped at 57 bi-allelic SNPs span-
ning the X chromosome (see below and Additional file 3
for SNP information). Two lineages containing less than
0.5 Mbp of the N2 wild isolate genetic background sur-
rounding the xol-1 locus were recovered (results not
shown).
In the second stage of the introgression, 300 hermaph-
rodites from each of the two lineages recovered after
the first stage were individually mated with an excess of
A6140 males. Their F1 progeny were selfed to generate
4,800 F2 hermaphrodites, each then being selfed in order
to obtain the F3s and, subsequently, the F4s. Each of the
4,800 F2s was collected after reproduction for PCR geno-
typing. A total of 444 F2 homozygous xol-1(tm3055) line-
ages were recovered. They were grown to high densities,
mixed in equal proportions and samples frozen at -80°C.
Green fluorescent protein testers
As previously described [70], a fully penetrant and
genome-integrated GFP marker with a myo-3 promoter
was introgressed in the A6140 population to obtain a tester
population with standing genetic diversity (A6140GFP).
Heterozygous and homozygous genotypes similarly express
GFP in all muscle cells. A6140GFP is here used in the
(population-wide) fitness assays (see below; Figure 4,
Additional file 1: Figures S3-S5).
As previously described [70], A6140GFP hermaphro-
dites were selfed for 12 generations, in order to obtain
highly inbred strains. One of these strains (A6140GFPL1)
is here used in the hermaphrodite/female fertility and
male fitness assays (see below; Figures 2 and 6).
Experimental evolution under different salt regimes
Frozen samples with >104 individuals of the A00, T00,
D00 and M00 populations were thawed and after one
passage, 104 individuals were seeded for each of rR1-#
replicate populations; where r designates the salt regime(Sudden, Gradual or Control), R the reproduction system
(Androdioecy, Trioecy, Dioecy, Monoecy), and # the repli-
cate population number. Dioecious populations were cul-
tured only in the sudden regime. A total of 43 populations
underwent experimental evolution (see Additional file 1:
Table S1 for full designations).
Following our standard laboratory environment (Figure 1B)
[55], populations were kept in ten 9 cm Petri plates with
28 mL of solid NGM-lite media (Europe Bioproducts,
Cambridge England) covered by an overnight grown lawn of
HT115 Escherichia coli. Bacteria provided ad libitum food for
worm development from the L1 larval stage until adult
reproduction. NGM-lite media contains NaCl at 25 mM
(0.14% w/v). At 24 ± 2 hours of the life cycle, each population
was seeded with 1,000 first larval staged (L1) individuals in
each of the 10 Petri plates. After development to maturity for
72± 2 hours at constant 20°C and 80% relative humidity (RH),
all 10 plates were mixed and harvested worms exposed to
1 M KOH: 5% NaOCl ‘bleach’ solution for 5 minutes ±15 sec-
onds, to which only embryos survive [102]. After repeated
washes with the M9 isotonic solution, embryos were main-
tained in a shaker in 3 to 5 mL M9 in 15 mL conical tubes, at
20°C and 120 rpm. After 24 ± 2 hours, adult debris was
removed after centrifugation at 200 rpm and the density of live
L1s estimated under a dissection scope. The appropriate M9
volume with live L1s was then placed in fresh NGM-lite plates
to complete one life cycle.
The control regime was the same in which the lab-
adapted population had been cultured for 140 genera-
tions. In particular, NGM-lite media in the plates were
not supplemented with NaCl. Replicates were cultured
for 68 generations. The sudden regime was characterised
by the same standard conditions, except that the NGM-
lite plates were supplemented to 305 mM NaCl from the
start of evolution. NaCl was dissolved in ddH2O and the
appropriate volume added to NGM-lite before autoclav-
ing (1.78% w/v, minimum 99% purity, Roth P029.3). ST,
SM and SA populations were cultured for 38 genera-
tions, SD populations were cultured for 50 generations.
For the gradual regime NGM-lite plates were supple-
mented with increasing concentrations of NaCl from
33 mM at generation 1 to 305 mM NaCl at generation
35 and onwards. Replicates were cultured for 68 genera-
tions. With the exception of SD1-4, all other populations
concurrently underwent experimental evolution. Samples
from each population were periodically stored at -80°C at
high densities (>103) for posterior characterisation (see
Additional file 1: Table S1).
Male frequency assay in A6140
After thawing frozen samples of A6140 in 25 mM NaCl
NGM-lite plates, worms were passaged twice as during
experimental evolution. The parental P generation was
then seeded into either 25 mM plates or 305 mM NaCl
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of the life cycle, 300 adult individuals were sexed under
a dissection scope at 15× magnification, following ran-
dom trajectories and covering the whole surface of the
plate. Samples from each plate were separately cultured
to generate the F1 generation, which was similarly main-
tained at either 25 mM NaCl or 305 mM NaCl and
sexed when individuals reached adulthood. The assay
was repeated eight times (blocks). As the data is propor-
tional, for analysis we did generalised linear mixed ef-
fects models (GLMM) with binomial (logit-link) errors
to estimate fixed differences between the P and F1 gen-
eration at each environment or to estimate fixed differ-
ences between environments at the F1 generation [104].
Only the later analysis is reported. Block was modelled
as the random independent variable. Significance of ef-
fects was assessed with z-ratio tests. The function glmer
in the package lme4 within R was used for computations
[105,106]. In one additional assay, we further detailed
the effects of NaCl on male proportions (see Additional
file 1: Figure S1). These assays were done over two genera-
tions in triplicate in NGM-lite plates containing 150 mM,
250 mM, 275 mM or 305 mM NaCl.
Male frequency assay in experimentally evolved
populations
Ancestral (A00, T00) and evolved (rA1-3, GT1-3, ST1/3/
5) populations were measured for male proportions once
experimental evolution was completed (see Additional
file 1: Table S1). The assay was done in 12 blocks, to in-
clude samples for generations 5, 15, 25 and 35 from the
sudden regime, generations 35, 50, 56 and 68 from the
gradual regime, and finally, generations 15, 35 and 68
from the control regime. Frozen samples of >105 individ-
uals in each population were thawed and passaged for
two generations in 25 mM NaCl NGM-lite plates. In the
second generation, at 96 ± 4 hours of the life cycle, 300
individuals were sexed per each of three plates per popu-
lation sample. We did not statistically model male fre-
quency experimental evolution.
fog-2 genotype frequency assay
Frozen samples were thawed and passaged once in
25 mM NaCl NGM-lite plates. In the second generation,
48 L3 or L4 larval staged individuals per population and
experimental regime were PCR genotyped at the fog-2
locus (see below). Samples from generations 5, 15, 25
and 35 were chosen for ST1/3/5 populations, genera-
tions 35, 50, 56 and 68 for GT1-3 populations and gen-
eration 23 for CT1-3 populations (see Additional file 1:
Table S1). In each PCR, positive and negative control
samples were included with gDNA of individuals with
known genotypes that were constructed prior to the as-
says. After quality control of the data, we had an averageof 42.7 ± 4SD observations per population and at each
time point. Assuming binomial sampling distributions,
we can thus detect wild type allele frequencies above 2%
with a statistical power of 0.8. Note that since we did
not detect the fog-2(wt) allele in CT1-3 at generation 23,
it is impossible for transitions to occur by genetic drift
in subsequent experimental evolution [70].
The ‘transition fitness’ of the fog-2(wt) allele (s), the in-
vading allele in the trioecious populations, can be calcu-
lated as its expected deterministic frequency change over
the resident fog-2(q71) allele [70,82]. Note that transition
fitness is different from ‘invasive fitness’ since the invader
allele is at relatively high frequencies during most of ex-
perimental evolution, compare with [82,83]. We employed
ANOVA to estimate s as the fixed (continuous) effects of
generation on the natural log ratio changes of fog-2(wt)/
fog-2(q71) allele frequencies, assuming random mating
and selfing and no sex ratio segregation distortion (see
Additional file 1: Table S2). When we failed to detect the
fog-2(wt) allele (for example, generation 5 of the sudden
treatment), we considered it at a frequency of 1/97, while
when all samples were positive, we considered it at a fre-
quency of 96/97. This allowed us to calculate the log ratios
for an initial sample size of 48 individuals while being con-
servative. The lm function in the stats package of R was
used for calculations [105].
Competitive fitness assay
We assayed fitness of all evolved populations at generation
35 (rT1-#, rM1-#, and rA1-#), and the three ancestral pop-
ulations (T00, M00, A00; Additional file 1: Table S1). For
this, we performed head-to-head competitions between
experimental populations and the A6140GFP tester popu-
lation. For each competition, more than 103 individuals
from each competitor were thawed from -80°C in parallel
and expanded in numbers for two generations in 25 mM
NaCl NGM-lite plates. On the third generation, L1-staged
GFP individuals were mixed with wild type experimental
individuals at expected relative frequencies of 50%; see
[70] for a density calibration curve of this protocol.
Worms then developed, matured and reproduced in
NGM-lite plates supplemented to 305 mM NaCl. For
T00, M00 and A00 we also followed the same protocol
and assayed them at 25 mM NaCl (results presented in
Additional file 1: Figure S5). GFP scoring was done in
the following generation, after bleaching and 24 ± 2 hours
of maintenance in M9, by photographing 5 μl of M9 con-
taining live L1 larvae on a glass slide, at a resolution of
1.5 pixel/μm under a fluorescent dissection scope equipped
with a digital camera.
The competition assays were done in 12 blocks, each
having a different thawing day. In each block, the wild type
experimental populations, GFP tester and the A6140 po-
pulations were thawed in parallel, such that a total of 12
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A6140 population were also obtained (see Additional file 1:
Figure S3). Each competition was replicated between four
and six times, with 3 × 103 individuals (three plates) being
employed per replicate. All replicates started from the same
mix of GFP and wild type experimental individuals. Setup
and scoring was randomised across treatments and experi-
menters within block. The mean number of GFP/wild type
L1s scored per population sample after one generation of
competition was of 330/902 with the 2.5% and 97.5% quan-
tiles being of 92/243 and 1,031/2,618 individuals, respect-
ively. Frequency estimates of wild type and GFP alleles
were also obtained for the mixes at setup (see Additional
file 1: Figure S4).
Relative changes in the wild type allele frequencies
over the GFP allele in each competition, measured at the
L1 stage and in two consecutive generations, are ex-
pected to reflect variation in all fitness components: L1
to adult developmental time and survivorship, mating,
fertilization, fecundity and embryo to L1 hatching suc-
cess. Without loss of generality, a haploid fitness coeffi-
cient can be estimated as the change in ratio in one
generation of the wild type non-GFP allele over the
tester GFP allele [70,83,85]: w = ln (pwt.t1/pGFP.t1) – ln
(pwt.t0/pGFP.t0); where pwt and pGFP are the wild type and
GFP allele frequencies, respectively, at setup t0, and after
the competition, t1. Note that this fitness coefficient is
defined in a similar way as the transition fitness coeffi-
cient (see above) [82,83].
Since the scoring procedure employed in the assay was
based on the presence/absence of GFP expression, we
were unable to score for progeny heterozygosity. To cor-
rect for this, an algorithm was written in R taking into
consideration the male frequencies from each of the two
competing populations (which were separately measured
during the assay following the above described protocol)
and the starting and final GFP counts in order to retrieve
the expected number of alleles after the competition. This
algorithm assumed random mating and selfing, and no sex
segregation distortion [52] (see Additional file 1: Table S2).
The GFP allele does not have a fitness cost over the wild
type allele of the A6140 population when in high salt (see
Additional file 1: Figure S3).
Due to the high heterogeneity among blocks and be-
cause at a given block not all experimental populations
were assayed (see Additional file 1: Figure S3), the fitness
estimates of the experimental populations obtained at a
given block were transformed by subtracting the average
w of the A6140 population for the corresponding block
(wt). Quality control of wt data involved removing from
analysis all estimates from the ST2 population because
there was a significant deviation from the expected
50:50 L1 mix of wild type: GFP at assay set up that likely
determined the observed negative fitness (see Additionalfile 1: Figure S4; see [70] for a demonstration of a
change in the sign of fitness coefficients because of fre-
quency dependence, using similarly designed assays).
Analysis of wt involved two steps, the first with the goal
of obtaining the ordinary least-square estimates of the
three ancestral populations (T00, A00, M00) and the sec-
ond with the goal of determining the extent of fitness re-
sponses after 35 generations of evolution in all derived
populations (G35; rT1-#, rM1-# and rA1-#; Additional file
1: Table S1), which we define here as ‘adaptation’ or ‘adap-
tive rates’ to the high salt environment. For the first step,
wt was modelled as a function of the fixed reproduction
system with ANOVA (see Additional file 1: Figure S5). We
employed the function lm within the stats package in R
for calculations. The least-square estimates obtained per
ancestral population were then subtracted from the trans-
formed data of the corresponding G35 experimental pop-
ulations for subsequent analysis (Δwt; Figure 4). For each
reproduction system, Δwt data were modelled as a func-
tion of the fixed salt regime (sudden, gradual or control)
and random replicate population, with linear mixed effects
models (LMM) using maximum likelihood methods [104].
We did not model the ratio of wild type to GFP alleles at
setup since preliminary models did not find it to be signifi-
cant (not shown). Significance of fitness responses at each
regime were assessed with z-ratio tests. We employed the
lmer function within the lme4 package in R for calcula-
tions [106]. Post hoc comparisons among salt regimes
within each reproduction system were done with Tukey
tests and assuming Student t distributions where the de-
grees of freedom were asymptotically determined, using
the lsmeans package in R [107].
Selfed versus outcrossed hermaphrodite fertility assay
We measured the fertility of A6140 hermaphrodites when
selfing and when outcrossing occurs in high or low salt
(Figure 2). Stocks were thawed and in parallel passaged
once in 25 mM NaCl NGM-lite plates. In the second gen-
eration, 50 L4 larval stage (reproductively immature) her-
maphrodites were transferred to 9 cm 25 mM NaCl plates
and mated with an excess of males coming from the
A6140GFP inbred tester strain. GFP outcrossed progeny
grew on these plates and as L4s they were individually
transferred to 6 cm NGM-lite plates, with either 25 mM or
305 mM NaCl, and placed together with two A6140GFPL1
tester males or allowed to self without the presence of
males. Parents were removed from the plates 24 ± 2 hours
later, and three to four days later the number of adult vi-
able progeny and GFP status was scored. The assay was
done in two blocks. Setup and scoring was randomised
across treatments and experimenters.
In order to compare selfed and outcrossed treatments,
we eliminated all observations where less than five pro-
geny were scored (eliminated 66 observations), and
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treatment were observed (eliminated 14 observations).
We tested for the fixed effects of breeding mode and salt
environment on fertility with GLMMs by taking block as
the random independent variable. We considered that
the model error followed a Poisson distribution by using
the log-link function, since the data were scored as
counts. Least-square estimates were obtained by max-
imum likelihood. z-ratio tests were done to test for sig-
nificance of fixed effects and Tukey post hoc z-tests were
done to test for differences in breeding mode in each salt
environment. For calculations we employed the glmer
function within the lme4 package in R [104,106]. For
plotting, ordinary least-square estimates are presented.
Hermaphrodite and female fertility assay
A6140 hermaphrodites and D00 females were measured
for fertility when outcrossed to D00 males after develop-
ment since the L1 larval stage in high salt conditions
(Figure 3). A6140 and D00 stocks were thawed and pas-
saged twice in parallel in 25 mM NaCl NGM-lite plates.
On the third generation, L1 individuals were seeded in
two 305 mM NaCl NGM-lite plates. After 72 ± 2 hours
of development, A6140 hermaphrodites and D00 females
were each individually placed with two D00 males in
6 cm 305 mM NaCl NGM-lite mating plates with 5 uL
of E. coli. All adults were removed 24 ± 2 hours later and
the plates left to incubate in standard conditions. After
four days all progeny was scored for number.
Preliminary analysis showed that data including zero
fertility followed a negative binomial distribution (for
A6140, central tendency ‘mean’ ± CI =1.5 ± 0.3; for D00,
mean =3.74 ± 0.83; both similar dispersion parameters;
calculated with the fitdistr function in the MASS package
in R [104]). For this reason, we decided to eliminate all
zero fertility observations (for A6140, we eliminated 24 ob-
servations; for D00, 12) and then tested for differences
among populations with a generalised linear model (GLM)
employing a Poisson distributed error. A z-ratio test was
done to test for significance of effects. For plotting, ordin-
ary least-square estimates are presented.
Developmental time to maturity and population fertility
rate assay
By measuring the population fertility rate at several time
points during the standard life cycle (Figure 1B), we
were able to estimate developmental time to maturity in
A6140 under conditions of low and high salt (Figure 2).
For D00 and SD1-4, we only estimated fertility rates at
one time point (Figures 3 and 7). All populations were
concurrently assayed.
A6140, D00 and SD1-4 stocks were thawed and pas-
saged twice in parallel in 25 mM NaCl NGM-lite plates.
On the third generation, 1,000 L1s were seeded either inthree 25 mM NaCl NGM-lite plates or in three 305 mM
NaCl NGM-lite plates. For A6140, we hand-picked 24 her-
maphrodites after 48 ± 2 hours or 64 ± 2 hours from the
L1 seed, from each of the three plates in both salt condi-
tions, and placed them in 12-well cell culture plates with
3 mL 25 mM or 305 mM NaCl NGM-lite and with 5 uL of
E. coli. Two hours later, wells were scored for the presence
of fertilised embryos (identified by their non-transparent
appearance). For D00 and SD1-4, similar numbers of indi-
viduals were picked at 64 ± 2 hours after L1 seed and
growth in 305 mM NaCl NGM-lite plates. Setup and scor-
ing was randomised across treatments.
For analysis of A6140 data, we employed GLM on the
count data of fertile to infertile individuals per assay plate
and tested for the fixed effects of time of life cycle and
NaCl condition (Figure 2). A6140 and D00 data were simi-
larly compared at 305 mM NaCl with GLM (Figure 3). Ex-
perimental evolution responses in 305 mM NaCl in SD1-4
were compared to the values of D00 with a GLMM for
the fixed effects of generation and the random effects of
replicate population (Figure 7). For all models binomial er-
rors were considered by using the logit link function (as
the data is proportional data) and z-ratio tests were done
to test for significance of effects. We employed glm or the
glmer functions within the stats or the lme4 packages in
R, respectively, for calculations. For plotting, ordinary
least-square estimates are presented.
Male fitness assay
Generation 50 SD1-4 and ancestral D00 stocks were
thawed and grown in parallel under standard 25 mM NaCl
conditions for two generations. At 72 ± 2 hours of the
third generation, nine experimental males were transferred
to 6 cm 305 mM NaCl NGM-lite plates spotted with 5 uL
E. coli, together with nine A6140GFPL1 tester males and
twenty-two day 4 adult fog-2(q71/q71) females (from the
inbred line D0L27, described in [70]). An average of
16.9 ± 4.2SD females per mating plate were transferred to
a new plate 24 ± 2 hours later and killed with 30 μL of the
bleach solution. These plates were incubated during the
next three to five days at 20°C and 80% RH, and the viable
adult progeny scored for GFP expression at 30× magnifi-
cation under a stereoscope. Five replicate mating plates
were done per population and all populations assayed over
four blocks. Setup and scoring was randomised across
treatments.
Quality control of the adult progeny count involved
discarding mating plates where less than six females
were transferred and also those where less than twenty
progeny were scored. Similarly to transition fitness and
(population-wide) fitness (see above) per mating plate, a
male haploid fitness coefficient was defined as: wm = ln
(pt1/(1-pt1))- ln(pt0/(1-pt0)); with pt0 being the fixed 0.5
wild type allele frequencies at the set up generation and
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competition [85]. We assumed random mating and no
sex ratio segregation distortion. For analysis we con-
ducted LMM by taking the number of females from
which progeny was scored as a continuous covariate,
generation as a fixed independent variable and block as
the random independent variable (Figure 7). z-ratio tests
were done to determine the significance of evolutionary
responses. The lmer function within the lme4 package in
R was employed for calculations.
Simulations of fog-2 genotype frequency dynamics
We numerically simulated the expected change in the
frequency of the fog-2(wt) allele during trioecious experi-
mental evolution in the sudden and gradual regimes as a
function of the relative outcross-fitness parameter (α). Des-
pite following the previous C. elegans modelling of andro-
dioecy [52,90], we updated it to the expected reproduction
under trioecy, as detailed in Additional file 1: Table S2.
Simulations started with N = 104 individuals, where the
proportion of the different sexes and breeding modes were
given by the observed allele frequencies at the fog-2 locus
in the rT1/3/5 populations (see Additional file 1: Table S1).
fog-2 genotype frequencies in males were assumed to be
the same as those of hermaphrodites/females. αm matings
occurred, with α being outcross-fitness and m the ob-
served male frequency, indiscriminately between males
and hermaphrodites or between males and females. Mat-
ing pairs were randomly selected by collecting either αmN
females and hermaphrodites or the total number of fe-
males and hermaphrodites (the number that was lower),
together with the same number of males. Males were sam-
pled with replacement. During mating, we followed geno-
type identity for subsequent reference. If αmN was less
than the total number of hermaphrodites and females,
then unmated individuals were allowed to constitute
pseudo mating pairs with probability 1 if they were
hermaphrodites and 0 otherwise. This means that the β
parameter of [52], which defined the success rate of the
non-outcrossed gamete partition, was set to one under
selfing. Accounting for these pseudo mating pairs was ne-
cessary to ensure Mendelian segregation at fog-2 under
selfing. At the next stage, all of the mating pairs and
pseudo mating pairs were sampled with replacement until
a new population with N individuals was obtained. The
fog-2 genotypes were reconstituted by random sampling of
alleles from each of the parental genotypes. Half of the
individuals that resulted from outcrossing events were
defined as males. The remaining individuals, irrespective
of being generated by outcrossing or selfing, were defined
as hermaphrodites or females depending on their fog-2
genotype.
Estimates of the outcross-fitness parameter (α) congru-
ent with the observed fog-2 genotype frequency dynamicswere obtained under a likelihood framework, whereby fog-
2(wt) allele counts over time provided the probability of
the α-values. Simulations were done independently for
each time period sampled during the evolution. For the
sudden populations there were three periods: from gener-
ation 5 (G5) to G15, from G15 to G25, and from G25 to
G35. For the gradual populations there were three periods:
from G35 to G50, G50 to G56, and G56 to G68. Twenty
replicate simulations were performed per starting condi-
tions and for each combination of α between 0 and 2 in a
grid of 51 points. The probability of the observed fog-2(wt)
allele count data given the simulated mean frequencies
was obtained from a binomial distribution. The natural
logarithms of these probabilities were summed across pe-
riods, and the compound value with the higher likelihood
was taken as the ML estimate. CIs were defined by -2lnLk
around the ML (Figure 6).
Simulated fitness of T00
With the same simulation algorithm, fitness (wt) of T00
was estimated for one life cycle of competition with the
GFP tester population, assuming fixed setup of 50 wild
type to 50 GFP alleles (see Additional file 1: Figure S8).
For several α values we obtained the sex ratios after one
generation of competition and estimated allele frequen-
cies assuming random mating and selfing and no sex ra-
tio segregation distortion. For the results presented in
Additional file 1: Figure S7, an inbreeding depression
parameter (δ) was introduced as a sampling weight be-
fore reproduction of GFP hermaphrodites relative to the
wild type trioecious females, according to the C. elegans
androdioecious model (see main text and [52]).
Estimates of outcross-fitness in A6140
Outcross-fitness (α) was calculated for the lab-adapted
A6140 population from the male frequency changes ob-
served after two generations of culture in 305 mM NaCl
(from Figure 2A). We followed the ‘male maintenance
function’ of [52]: mt1 = αm t0/(2αm t0 + β(1-αmt0)), with
mt0 being the male frequency after one generation in
high salt (P) and mt1 the male frequency after two gener-
ations (F1).
DNA extraction
Genomic DNA was prepared from single immature L3
or L4 larval staged individuals using the prepGEM In-
sect kit (ZyGEM), following standard protocols [108].
PCR genotyping
For the introgression of xol-1(tm3055) in A6140 (see
above), we used PCR genotyping with the forward primers
XOL2L: 5′-GGGATTGATAGGAGCGAAA-3′, XOL4L:
5′-ATGATTGATGATTTACCGAAGC-3′ and the reverse
primer XOL2R: 5′-GGGATTGAGCACCAAACTT-3′.
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xol-1 (tm3055/tm3055) one 375 bp band, and the hetero-
zygotes both. PCR amplifications were carried out under
the following conditions: 50 to 150 ng of genomic DNA
were used in a 15 μl reaction that contained 3 μl Green
GoTaq© Flexi Buffer 10× (Promega, Madison USA), 1 mM
MgCl2, 0.3 mM of primer XOL2L, 0.5 mM of primer XOL4L,
0.5 mM of primer XOL2R, 0.2 mM of each dNTP, and 0.625
units of GOTaq DNA polymerase (Promega, Madison USA).
Typically, reactions went through 35 cycles, after an initial
denaturation of 3 minutes at 95°C under the following condi-
tions: 30 seconds at 95°C, 30 seconds at 59°C, 45 seconds at
72°C, followed by an extension step at 72°C for 3 minutes.
To score fog-2 genotype frequency dynamics (see above),
we used PCR genotyping with the forward primers F1RFLP:
5′-CTGTCCAGATACGCCTCTCGTCT-3′, FogR4short:
5′-CTGATTGAGCAATATGTCGAATT-3′ and the re-
verse primer FogR3: 5′-ACGCCTGTGTGAAATTGGG
CAAAAGATTAGACTGATTGAGCAATATCGATAATC-
3′. fog-2(wt/wt) individuals yielded one 295 bp DNA band
visualised in agarose gels, while fog-2(q71/ q71) gave one
264 bp band. Heterozygotes exhibited a double band pat-
tern. PCR amplifications were carried out under the follow-
ing conditions: 50 to 150 ng of genomic DNA were used in
a 15 μl reaction which contained 3 μl Green GoTaq© Flexi
Buffer 10×, 1.5 mM MgCl2, 0.5 mM of primer F1RFLP,
0.75 mM of primer FogR4short, 0.25 mM of primer FogR3,
0.2 mM of each dNTP, and 0.625 units of GOTaq DNA
polymerase. After 3 minutes at 95°C, 35 cycles were done
each with 30 seconds at 95°C, 30 seconds at 58°C, 30 sec-
onds at 72°C. A final step was done at 72°C for 3 minutes.
Wormbase.org genome release WS220 was used to de-
sign the PCR oligos.SNP genotyping
To determine standing levels of genetic diversity, SNPs
were genotyped in 39 populations at generation 22 of ex-
perimental evolution and in the ancestral lab-adapted
population (see Additional file 1: Table S1). Sixty-nine bi-
allelic SNPs along chromosome IV were chosen and geno-
typed with the iPlex SequenomTM MALDITOF platform
following previously described protocols [55,71]. WS200
was used for the oligonucleotide design employed for PCR
amplification followed by allele-specific extension. Oligo-
nucleotide information is available from the authors upon
request.
For data analysis, we excluded SNPs with more than
80% missing data across all samples followed by removal
of individuals with more than 60% of missing data. In a
final step, SNPs with more than 50% of missing data
were also removed. The resulting data include genotypes
for 58 SNPs. SNP information and sample sizes are pre-
sented in Additional file 2.For the introgression of the xol-1(tm3055) allele in
A6140 (see above), 57 bi-allelic SNPs along chromosome
X were also genotyped with the iPlex SequenomTM
MALDITOF platform (see Additional file 3).SNP diversity analysis
For each population sample, we calculated homozygosity
as one minus the average observed number of heterozy-
gous genotypes across SNPs (1-Ho). We also calculated
pairwise SNP linkage disequilibrium (r2) as the composite
genotype disequilibria, assuming that the genotype prob-
abilities are the products of the gametic probabilities
[109]. SNPs with minor allele frequencies of <0.05 were
removed prior to analysis to prevent low sample size bias
[110]. Because of this correction, we failed to calculate r2
for SM4 and SM7 (see Additional file 1: Table S3).
To test the dependency of fitness responses at gener-
ation 35 (Δwt) on homozygosity (1-Ho) or linkage disequi-
librium (r2) at generation 22, we did ANCOVAs (Table 1).
1-Ho or r2 were taken as the continuous independent co-
variate and reproduction system (trioecy, monoecy, andro-
dioecy) as the categorical fixed independent variable. The
ST2 genotype data were not included in the analysis.
Modelling reproduction system and salt regime as categor-
ical fixed independent variables gave similar results (re-
sults not shown). Expanding the scale of 1-Ho or r2, for
example by angular transformation, also produces similar
results (results not shown). The lm function within the
stats package in R was used for calculations.Availability of supporting data
The data supporting the results of this article are avail-
able in the Dryad.org repository, doi:10.5061/dryad.4013.
The data are composed of the male and fog-2 genotype
frequency data, fitness data, male fitness, fertility data
and SNP genotype data. The R scripts used for numer-
ical modelling can be obtained from the authors upon
request.Additional files
Additional file 1: Supplementary information and results. PDF file
containing eight figures and three tables. Figure S1. Male frequencies in the
lab-adapted population. Figure S2. Embryo to adulthood hermaphrodite
survivorship. Figure S3. Fitness of wild type over GFP alleles. Figure S4.
Quality control for fitness data. Figure S5. Fitness of ancestral populations.
Figure S6. Evolution of male frequencies under androdioecy. Figure S7.
Expected fitness of the ancestral trioecious population. Figure S8. Expected
sex ratios during transitions to selfing. Table S1. ID of replicate populations
and assays. Table S2. Expected reproduction table under trioecy. Table S3.
SNP sample sizes employed to calculate r2.
Additional file 2: SNP table for chromosome IV. Text file containing
SNP information and the sample sizes for each of the populations
genotyped at generation 22 of experimental evolution.
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